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FATHER SMITH DESCRIBES
SPANISH REIGN OF TERROR
Brilliant Lecture Delivered Before
the Von Pastor Historical Society
The Von Pastor Historical Society

listened to one of the most interest
ing and pertinent lectures this year,
when it assembled to hear the
Reverend George S. Smith, S.J.,
professor of History, on Monday
afternoon in the History Room.

The political overthrow of a
family, which had ruled for many
years in Spain, was described by the
speaker, as he outlined the strategy
of nonchalance assumed by the Republican and Communistic political
parties, which formed a coalition on
the eve of the National elections and
presented the returns of the large
cities, where their power was dominant, to the king and offered him the
alternative of leaving in four hours
or death. The king was forced to
leave before returns from his
strongholds in the north and west
had returned. A feature of the
Spanish elections is the tardiness in
the reports of votes cast. The vivid
scene of rabid throngs numbering
over twenty thousand, storming the
gates of the royal palace, the hurtling of a truck loaded with boulders
against the heavy iron doors only
to be repulsed, and the picture of a
mere handful of loyal guards standing by their posts, culminated by the
ignominious flight of the king, was
told by this priest who travelled incognito through the hotbed of strife.
Weeks of Suspense
For three weeks he lived in a harrowing period of suspense, filled
with riots, murders and thoughtless
vandalism by frenzied thousands
whose deeds were blazoned to the
world, reminiscent of the days of the
Roman Emperor Nero.
The day of "General Strike" ordered by the Radical Government
with all its accompanying evils, was
filled with assaults upon the religious institutions, schools, convents,
and Monarchistic newspapers. Imbued with the delusion that the
Catholic Church was to blame for
Spain's backwardness and that it
favored the overthrown monarchy,
the mobs spared no effort to rid the
city of Madrid of members of the
clergy.

Government Blamed

ETHICS CLUB
INAUGURATED
McColgan Opens
First Meeting
The first regular meeting of t.it

Ethics Academy, under its rejenir,
elected officers, was held last Fri
day at 1.55 in Room 317 of the Administration building. The officers,
chosen at a previous meeting, are as
follows: Pres., Daniel McColgan;
Vice Pres., Thomas Barry; Sec,
John Downey. Mr. D. W. Twoomey,
S.J., is moderator of the academy.

BOSTON COLLEGE, CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.

LOWELL THOMAS ON THE RADIO
Lowell Thomas, news reviewer and radio personality, in his
fifteen minute broadcast on the National Broadcasting Company
network last night, once again referred to the Boston College-Holy
Cross game, which he has previously scored as a "racket." Thomas
spoke of an editorial which appeared in the New York EVENING
POST yesterday, in which that journal declared its position with
regard to the Boston College-Holy Cross game. In an effort to do
justice to both colleges, Thomas pointed out that the game was an
honest but unsuccessful endeavor to assist the Boston Unemployed
Fund. The broadcaster announced that there was a guarantee of
$30,000 to each college, but that the total deficit was $20,000. He
also explained that this game was the traditional annual encounter
between the New England institutions, and concluded his remarks
by quoting the POST as declaring that Boston College and Holy
Cross are perhaps the only two colleges in the country to donate
any part of the proceeds of a regular scheduled game to the un-

employed.
The HEIGHTS does not understand these remarks of Thomas
as constituting an apology from Mr. Thomas.
The statements
which he made over the nation-wide hook-up last evening and which
were calculated to assuage the righteous indignation of the men of
both colleges, as well as their followers, were cited by Thomas merely
as a report of the POST editorial. The HEIGHTS has no record
of a direct apology from Lowell Thomas, to whom, in our estimation, the entire controversy owes its introduction to the people of

New

England.?EDlTOß.

SPANISH CLUB START RADIO
TEXTS ARRIVE
CLUB SEASON

Volume Xffl.

Three Centre Players on First Team;
Con Murphy Selected Second String Tackle

ALUMNUS MADE

MAJOR GENERAL

By KD. HURLEY, '32
Presenting the Heights All-Opponent team for the football season
of 1931, chosen by the executive
board of Captain Joe Kelly and the
above signed correspondent, after

Hugh A. Drum

due deliberation and consideration.
We hope you like it.

Wins Promotion
Promotion of Hugh A. Drum, a
Boston College graduate, to the rank
of Major General was announced in
War Department orders last week.

RIFLE TEAM WILL
MEET PITTSBURGH

FRENCH ACADEMY
TO HEAR DEBATE

FEELING
tion,

that it is only proper to carry on a worthy tradiespecially when it comes at such an opportune time, the
Student Council has decided that the annual Christmas fund for
the needy of Boston will be launched tomorrow, December 10.
The campaign will continue through Friday and until Monday
morning.
During these three days contributions will be taken up by
the Beadles of the respective classes. Each beadle is requested to
lend his efforts to this undertaking, as a careful record of every
section will be kept. The money is to be turned in to either
Joseph S. Kelly, treasurer, or any S. A. C. officer, not later than
Monday noon, at either The Heights office or the Sub Turri
office. This arrangement is made possible through the courtesy
of the managing boards of both publications.

A year ago the Catholic Charitable Bureau was enriched by
the sum of $112.00 as a result of this collection. We hope to give
them more this time. We can appreciate how impecunious most
students are these days but after reading the editorial on page
two we know you'll do your bit. The contribution asked of each
undergraduate is twenty-five cents. No more?No less.
This is a worthy cause ?let every one do his best.

First Team
Conroy, Fordham, end.
Hickey, Villanova, tackle.
Breeding, Centre, guard.
Anderson, Centre, center.
Dubofsky, Georgetown; guard.
Cross, Catholic University, tackle.
Colucci, Holy Cross, end.
O'Connell, Holy Cross, quarter-

General Drum, lately inspector
general of the Army, is given command of the Fifth Corps Area, with back.
headquarters at Fort Hayes, ColumRonzani, Marquette, back.
bus, Ohio.
Murphy, Fordham, back.
Born at Fort Brady, Mich., in
Long, Centre, fullback.
1879, General Drum is the son of the
Second Team
late Captain John Drum, who was
Villanova,
Terry,
end.:
killed in action during the battle of
Murphy, Fordham, tackle.
Con
San Juan.
F. Ronzani, Marquette, guard.
Hugh Drum graduated from BosBergin, Holy Cross, center.
ton College in 1898 and was commisZyntell, Holy Cross, guard.
sioned in the regular army later in
Pincura,
West. Maryland, tackle.
the same year. Early in his miliCavalieri, Holy Cross, end.
tary career he saw active service in
Fisher, Fordham, quarterback.
the Philippine Insurrection and in
Dunn, West. Maryland, back.
engagements against the Moros and
Sisk, Marquette, back.
in the Lake Llano Campaign.

GREEK ACADEMY
TIMELY DEBATE
HELD BY FULTON ACTIVITIES BEGUN

Christmas Fund Dribe

No. 11

SEASON ALL-OPPONENT TEAM
CHOSEN BY CAPTAIN KELLY

Paper by McColgan
The meeting was opened by the
president. Dan McColgan, delivering
a paper on "The Method of Ethics."
He clearly demonstrated the true
method of ethics, a combination of
Friday's meeting of the Spanish
Following a business meeting, an
deductive reasoning and experience, Academy
was featured by several illustrated lecture was delivered to
and showed how our ethics fulfills
human interest stories, delivered fluthese essential requirements. The ently and in true nature style by the Radio Club by the Reverend
moderator, Father Tobin, S.J., last
method of ethics is primarily deMr. Anthony La Camera, '34; Mr.
ductive, but reason has to fall back John
Fogarty, '34, and Mr. Joseph Wednesday, December 2nd. It was
on experience as a necessary ele- Solari,
the club's first meeting of the cur'32.
ment for the establishment of genAfter the declaration of war
The textbook, which the members rent year.
eral principals of human conduct.
against
Germany, General Drum achave looked forward to so anxiously,
The lecture, illustrated with slides, companied General Pershing to
Mr. McColgan enumerated and ex- finally
appearance
Friday
made its
plained various systems of ethics,
concerned the action and character- France, where he served first as
principally,
Rationalism, Empiri- and"Awas received with enthusiasm. istics of vacuum tubes both as de- assistant chief of staff of the First
Trip to South America," by
cism, Positivism and the EvolutionSamuel M. Waxman, is its title. tectors and amplifiers.
In future Army, and later became chief of
ary Theory of Ethics, and showed
of travel and native life lectures, alternating currents, tele- staff of the Service of Supply.
Anecdotes
their inadequacy in measuring up to
A brother, the late Rev. Walter
are contained in it, with exercises vision, and the use of photo-electric
the true method of ethics.
cells
will
explained.
Drum,
S.J., also a Boston College
use.
be
about verbs and their
A second paper on "The Possibiligraduate, and at the time of his
ties of Ethics as a Science" was
death serving on the faculty of thegiven by Tom Barry. In this, Mr.
ology at Woodstock College, was
Barry numbered the essentials of
recognized as one of the foremost
a science and clearly proved the
preachers and Scripture scholars in
conformity of ethics to all these
America.
essentials, its favorable comparison,
The Greek academy is well along
General Drum's promotion and
Very opportune was the topic for
in all scientific respects, with the discussion, namely, "Should a Fedin its seventh year of activity. The selection to command one of the nine
physical science of the day. He dearmy corps areas has already won
eral Unemployment Insurance be Academy, whose aim is to give unvoted a part of his discourse to reoperated by the government in this der-classmen the opportunity of fur- widespread approval.
futing objections to ethics as a country?"
thering their cultural education by a
science.
more intimate and extensive contact
The affirmative, under the eloBoth of the papers were excep- quent reasoning of Messrs. A. with Greek literature, boasts a
tionally well prepared and well de- O'Malley and W. Cannon, contended goodly gathering of freshmen and
livered. A lively discussion concern- that the present relief measures are sophomores.
ing the "double effect" followed. wholly inadequate for alleviating the
The subject under consideration
Mr. Twoomey, S.J., explained the situation, and stringent measures this year is the "Poetics" of ArisUpon the withdrawal from college
totle. Under the guidance of the
conditions under which it is permis- are imperative.
Charles F. Ryan, '32, of Camof
place
Rooney,
S.J.,
sible to
an act which has an
the
The negative, upheld by Messrs. moderator, Mr. R.
evil result accompanying a good reA. Landrigan and J. Rock, main- members of the Academy read and bridge, George H. Nicholson, '32,
sult ("double effect"), and brought tained that industry should remedy discuss this famous treatise, a source former Range Officer, has been
elected vice-president of the Military
up many interesting cases for dethis situation, as industry created it. of so much controversy.
Club. Nicholson is also managing
bate.
editor of the Stylus, and prominent
The next meeting will take place
in the Glee Club, dramatics and dethis coming Friday. No papers have
bating.
been assigned, but a discussion of
the Moral Criteria will be held.
U. of P. Match

Father Smith held the Provisional
Government directly responsible for
the riots, holding the belief that the
action of firemen and police standing by disturbances idly was utterly
unjustifiable since they either feared
or permitted the scenes.
The ignorance and exploitation of
the lower classes of the people and
the economic condition was held as
the cause of the trouble. Nobles living in Madrid had rented out lands
to men who in turn extracted taxes
from the peasants which all but
crushed them.
These peasants,
Father Smith said, worked for seven
and eight cents a day. So strong
was the influence of the nobility in
Three interesting talks, all well
politics that the king was constantly
and clearly read, were
prepared
in fear of his throne should he atgiven by members of the French
tempt to alleviate their plight, by
Academy at the regular Monday
legislation or otherwise.
afternoon meeting on December 7.
Clergy Unarmed
Eugene Cronin, of Sophomore, spoke
Rome issued orders that no de- on "Foch and Clemenceau"; James
fense by arms was to be made by Powers of Junior on "A Geographithe clergy, even inside their houses, cal Study of the Rivers of France";
and they were to lend their support and John Downey of Freshman on
to the established government, this "Christmas in France and Canada."
nevertheless was kept from the mob
Next Monday, the second debate
by the guiding genius.
Foreign of the semester will be given at the
banks were given no aid by the gov- regular meeting. Albert Aronson of
ernment and they in turn outfitted Freshman, John O'Brien of Sophotheir banking houses with machine more, A. Boris Bernstein of Freshguns, which had a good effect on the man, and Edward Kelly of Sophothrong.
more will take part.

m

Potts, Villanova, fullback.
Centre College, one of the very
pleasing newcomers on the Eagle
schedule, clinches three positions on
the first eleven; Fordham and Holy
Cross, both old rivals and major opponents, place two men each, with
Marquette, Villanova, Catholic University, and Georgetown filling in
the remaining vacancies.
On that first outfit we find three
repeaters from the 1930 "All" team,
with Jim Murphy of Fordham, Phil
O'Connell of Holy Cross, and Morris
Dubofsky of Georgetown, all of
whom were chosen on the 1930
eleven, again crashing through for
their jobs on this year's group.
The second lineup includes three
Holy Cross footballers and two from
each of the following, Marquette,
Western Maryland, Fordham and
Villanova. That first-team line is
a big, bruising gang of football play
demolishers who would thrive on
heavy going, whereas that second
eleven frontier is built more for offensive drive, packing plenty of
power and speed.
Both backfields are very good, but
the first team group carries more
guns than the other group.

Murphy Brilliant
To Phil O'Connell of Holy Cross
goes the honor of piloting our
picked 1931 team. The Brockton
Recent additions to the club's ros- boy ranks as the finest and most
ter have proven to be good material. versatile quarterback in the East,
Of the new comers, Gerard Keating, being a specialist in running, passEd. Carey, Edward Herlihy and ing, and kicking. He is just the
Paul Shine are well in the lead. boy to get plenty of drive and reWith the scores of these men added sponse from halfbacks such as
to those of the veterans Carew, Jimmy Murphy and Gene Ronzani.
Moakley, Nicholson, Callahan, ConMurphy is probably the hardest
nelly and Lambert, the prospects of running back that the Maroon and
a successful season are very favor- Gold eleven had to face this fall.
able. The season starts this week With his splendid knee action and a
with a match with the University powerful pair of legs, the Fordham
of Pittsburgh, using three positions: flash was a beautiful piece of football machinery, one of the shining
prone, kneeling and offhand.
Executive Officer John Moakley Eastern stars, a very high scorer,
has announced that the varsity team and an inspiring leader.
His running mate, Ronzani of
is not definitely settled for the year,
nor is it certain that the same ten Marquette, while not as outstanding
men will fire every match. Compe- as the Ram chieftain, is one sweet
tition for places is to be open for ball player. His steady play was
some time, and members of the club one of the biggest features of the
are to report each afternoon, accord- Marquette season. He used his 190
ing to the schedule already estab- pounds to good advantag; e in batter(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
lished.
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IN HIS NAME

YDU

will notice that today's issue
of The Heights carries a direct
appeal to the student body for contributions to' a very worthy cause.
The Christmas relief fund is a laudable and humane project on the part
of the undergraduates to assist the
needy on the feast of feasts. The
object is to provide a real happy
Christmas for deserving families.
With the sum total realized from the
campaign, many a poor family will
enjoy the Yuletide as it should be
enjoyed. The light of happiness will
be rekindled, at many a family
hearth. The. Creator's greatest joy
was in aiding the, unfortunate, in going about ? bestowing His gifts of
benevolence, upon mankind. That's
charity in its. truest form?a far
gap from the heralded philanthropy
of today with its millions flaunted
at us in the,mien of foundations and
endowments. ..There are thousands
of Bostonians who because of pecuniary reasons 'are turning to charity
for their Christmas dinner.
For
most of them it.is the first time, and

they are not begging?they are but
looking to the right sources for aid.
Their plight and distress have
aroused the country to an unprecedented display of its feelings. We
read in the news columns of gridiron
clashes being staged for charity and
of the proceeds of theatrical performances being donated for the
same purpose. These and numerous
other means are being taken to acquire sufficient money. All of these
are noble efforts?and should help
considerably?provided they do not
abuse the public trust.

the American artist, Lillian Benth returned recently
from a visit to Spain, she said that,
under the republican regime, "the
aspect of the country will be changed
altogether." She believes that the
Spain which has always been an inspiration to, the heart of an artist
.

will cease to,.'exist., That beautiful
land of romance., with its glamorous
castles, its:atmosphere of song and
warm-hearted hospitality, will be
modernized. .The government seeks
to deprive the Spanish people of the
very things ; that have made the
whole world admire and love them.
The modernization of Spain means
simply the de-Christianization of
Spain. The de-Christianization of

"Convict labor is taboo in the
U. S. A. Therefore we should not
allow friendly diplomatic relations
with a country such as Russia,
which has that type of labor,"

Overcoats

DAN COTTER

asking too much?

in our colleges, who have made retreats with us, who have heard our
sermons and our lectures, who have
formed part of our Sodalities, who
have read our writings, who have
entered our houses to deal intimately with us. But if these witnesses are supposed to be partial, let
it also ask our enemies; but they
must be required to prove the facts
they assert. The Society of Jesus,
as a moral person, cannot lawfully
be punished if there is no concrete,
grievous and corporate crime proved
and established against it.
"At present the Society of Jesus
is established, and its work is not
interfered with but enjoys widespread approval, in Austria, Belgium, the British Isles, Czechoslo-

Spain means not a change in government merely, but the annihilation vakia, Germany, Holland, Hungary,
of the finest and most essential Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Roumania
characteristics of the Spanish na- and Yugoslavia, in every British dominion, in all the republics of North
tion.
Last October the Constitutional and South America, in the pagan
Cortes received a petition from five empires of Asia, and in the colonies
Jesuit Provincials in regard to the of Africa and Australasia. It is
proposed dissolution and confiscation necessary to point out that the Soof the Order in Spain. A few ex- ciety of Jesus is spread over the
tracts from this petition will be world under such different forms of
<enough to point out one phase of government, because it has been
the tragedy being enacted in this foolishly affirmed that the Society
land of Christian hospitality and of Jesus is incompatible with the
republican form of government. It
'fierce patriotism:
"As Jesuits, we belong to an as- works well under the monarchies
sociation which is especially con- of England, Italy, Belgium and Holnected with Spain, because its foun- land, and under the republics of
der was a Spaniard, who fell Austria, Germany, and all the nawounded when fighting for Spain. tions of the New World. Moreover,
in the republic of the U. S. A. the
The most notable of his first companions were also Spaniards. The Society of Jesus is making greater
history of the Society during the advances than anywhere else, havfour centuries of its existence is ing there 59 educational establishinseparable from the Peninsular and ments with 60,000 students."
Clearly a large part of the world's
Colonial history of Spain.
"What are the accusations which debt to Spain is the result of the
are made by the authors of the anti- charitable and educational work of
Jesuit propaganda? They are but the Society that originated there.
the old, vague accusations, so many How the proposed measure of distimes repeated and so many times solution could be suggested without
refuted in past centuries, full of lies insulting the whole Spanish people
cannot be explained by any nationand calumnies.
"Parliament has the means of wide lapse of memory or by a sudknowing the truth, because we have den congelation of the Spanish
acted openly. Let it ask those hun- heart. The government can hardly
dreds of thousands who have studied be of, by and for the people.

Outstanding in Style and Value

THE

Mountainy Singer?Joseph
Campbell?was
a guest of

they'll find it here
College men know STYLE
likewise outstanding value in long wear and
satisfaction.
Our new Raglans, of imported Irish fleece, are
extremely good looking and exceptional values
in plain blues and grays?blue grays?and
big loose coats?with outunusual browns
side patch-flap pockets.
Oxford gray or blue coats?with or without velvet
collar?full silk lined??double or single breasted
?for the well-dressed young business or college
man?at moderate prices.
.

argued the negative last Wednesday Father Terence Connelly recently.
in the Marquette Society, debating We happened to catch one of his lecthe question: "Resolved: "That the tures, and found greatest interest

.

recognize in his statement to the effect that
all Irish poets, worthy of the name,
H. Leo Crimlisk, '34, the first are pragmatists. Campbell, himself
speaker for the affirmative, argued ?his name, by the way, although
that friendly relations with Russia spelled as in soup, is pronounced as
in cigarettes?is a rather busy perwould lessen unemployment.
J. G. Fay, '34, of the negative, son. When he isn't dashing hither
exposed the Russian theory of diplo- and thither on lecture engagements,
macy.
He argued that since the he spends his time teaching at FordSoviets do not treat other nations ham University, or in his own school
decently, they will not act other- in the old Greenwich Village section
of New York. Campbell's fame and
wise with us.
popularity as a poet is widespread,
Mr. Toomey, '33, stated that Red
but it surprised us to learn that he
propaganda in this country would
was a skilled artist, having painted
cease automatically with 'the asand
sketched his way to a prominent
sumption of amicable relations with
position in this field of expression.
the Soviet government.
Campbell's poetry is virile and
Eugene J. Gronin, '34, closed the
austere, the type of real Irish
that
Soviet
debate. He asserted
was
its cruelty poetry that gives the lie to the sen-

United States
Soviet Russia."

should

Russia
relentless in
towards its laborers, especially because it refuses to concede the slightest margin of the profits to the immense army of laborers.

timental verses of Thomas Moore,
a typical Irish
bard. His career has brought him
close to many of the Irish figures
who are known to all the world?
Yeats, Padiaic Colum, Lennox Robinson, Seumas O'Sullivan, and scores
Chemistry
of others. And Campbell has a sideAt the seminar in chemistry held splitting anecdote to tell of each one
last Friday, December 4th, Joseph of them.
We have a fondness for that most
T. Hernon, B.S. '32, spoke on "Quanpopular
work of his?"The Old
titative Procedure of Yesterday and
begins
Woman"?which
Today."
Like a white candle
In a holy place,
So is the beauty
Of an aged face.
And
we had the pleasure of hearexplain
ists of bygone days to
cheming it read by the poet. That is
ical phenomena.
Lavoisier, the great French chem- where he excels?to our insignificant
ist, was the first to use and dem- judgment?in reading. Don't pass
up an opportunity to hear him, if
onstrate the need of accurate quantitative procedure to give exact he should ever again come to this
chemical knowledge. Quantitative man's town.

procedure

developed enormously
since his time, and today it is found
in practically every field of chemis-

*

*
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long regarded as

The Student Council has made arrangements whereby each student
may contribute something. A conservative estimate is that fully 165
families will be the recipients of
Christmas dinners by your generosity. Remember?nobody will receive
.individual credit?Boston College is
not looking for unmerited glory, our
To the student not actively intersole honor will be in having made
ested in chemistry, what appealed
others happy.
most was the description of the
Your little bit will help. Is it peculiar-methods
used by the chem-

JESUITS IN SPAIN

WHEN

Marquette

340 Washington Street, Boston

The College Club of Boston invites the students of
Boston College to attend a

New Year's Eve Dance
Thursday, Dec. 31, 1931, from 9 P. M. to 2 A. M.
FAVORS
ENTERTAINMENT
NOVELTIES
MUSIC BY 8 BOSTON COLLEGE SERENADERS
MR. RAY CASTLE, B. C. '27
-

-

Physics
The Physics Academy, under its
new moderator, Mr. McKone, S.J.,
is well under way in its program
for the year, with very satisfying
audiences present at the last two

meetings.

*

Jordan Marsh Company

*

*

Joseph Breen, who may be found
in Kennedy's Men's Store any day
except Sunday, has kept good his
promise about those shoes for the
Georgetown victory.
So there are
twelve brand new kicker twins
parading about the sacred lower regions of Billy Fraser. Thanks, Joe,
for giving the fellows a dozen pairs
of shoes. (We figure that the above

Officers Elected
The newly elected directing board
new lacings, or
of the society includes Edward F. ought to rate us
something?TAß
.
)
Hurley, '32, president; R. Gerald
Kelley, '32, vice president; Richard
M. Holland, '32, treasurer, and EuThat Lowell Boston College Club,
gene Kenney, '33, secretary.
which is one of the strongest of
At the meeting of the club held on
them all, wants all the boys from
December Ist, John Patten, of Senthe anti-Lawrence burg to assemble
ior, delivered a very interesting lecfor the assembly in the assembly
ture on "Civil Engineering." Mr.
hall, Friday, at half past one.
Patten, who has had practical experience in engineering during the
*

*

*

*

I

past two summers, dwelt exclusively
on the duties of the civil engineer,
in the city and in field work as well.
An explanation of the transit and
its uses was one of the practical features of the talk.

TUXEDOS

First Lecture

Also Full Dress
and Cutaways

The opening lecture of the current
year was given at the academy two
weeks ago by the president, Edward
F. Hurley, '32, who discussed "Power

Transformers." His talk was illustrated by a two-reel film entitled
"Transformers."

FOR HIRE

$

All

merchandise
the newest styles
I.lne o<
Accessories

Rev. Carol Bernhardt, S.J., who
teaches Early English and Shakespeare at the Graduate School, will
be the second guest speaker of the
Campion Club meeting next Tuesday. Father Bernhardt was formerly Dean of Philosophy at Weston, and he also taught at Regis in
New York. At this regular monthly
meeting of the Campion Club, Father

The Heights, on behalf of the Student Body of Boston
College, wishes to express its deepest sympathy to the family
of Cornelius A. Murphy and to the Faculty and Student Body
of Fordham University in their recent bereavement.
Bernhardt will speak on "Literature
and Life."

In

Evening Bags
one of the many others you'll find in
our evening bag section! Imports from
France and Belgium! Simulated pearls!
Brilliant beads! Beauvais embroidery!
Rich velvets! Prices from $2 to $75!
?or

Little Velvet Pouches

Complete

BERKELEY CLOTHES, Inc.
630 Washington St.
Up One Flight

See "Art" King, '32?Our

Campion

K

She'll applaud your taste
if you select one of these

-

j.50

new

JBfc,

Rep.

-

$7.50

-

Sketched is a demure little bag that may
be carried for formal afternoon or evening wear. The clasp is of marcasite!

?

Pearls with Bugle Beads
ST O RING

.^---'SMIPPING

LOCAL and DISTANCE
MOVING
46 BROMFIELD ST.

HANcock 8000

(simulated)

-

$10

Beautiful patterns as sketched. The fittings and lining of fine satin! Dainty,
yet it will hold all her handbag acces-

sories!

HANDBAGS?STREET

FLOOR?MAIN

\

\

<

Campbell translated the Gaelic inscription on the rear wall of the
something
Mr. Thomas W. Crosby, M.S. '32, Senior Auditorium into
hall is the gift of
like
this:
"This
will speak on "Refinements in
the Irish Societies of Boston and
Atomic Weight Determination," at
the neighboring towns." Or did you
next
Friday,
seminar,
11th,
the
Dec.
know about it before ?
at 3 o'clock.
*

j

\

try.

*

)

J

at

Repertory Hall, 264 Huntington Ave., Boston

j

PAUL MUNRO BROWN, '32
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)
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Official newspaper of Boston College, published on Wednesday during the
academic year, except the Christmas and Easter holidays, by the students of Boston
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Football Team Compares
Well With Opponents

Catholic University Strong
In previous years C. U. had come
to Fenway Park with a team that
was more or less of a setup, an
ideal first game opponent. This
season the Washington aggregation
was of a sterner sort, for in three
short minutes they had marched
across the last white stripe with the
first score of the game. After that
tally they combined the attack but
Boston College, having shaken off
its stage fright, settled down, and
began to carry the battle to the opponents. Joe Kelly plunged across
for the tying counter, and the team
gathered more power and confidence, scoring three more touchdowns to bring the final score to
26-7.
Dayton University was the second
opponent on the schedule.
They

were heralded as a foe with a deadly

air attack, but the Maroon and
Gold stole a little of the Fliers' stuff
when they scored the first touchdown on a pass from Chesnulevich
to Meier. In the closing period,
Chessy came through with a pretty
dash through the Dayton line for
the second and final tally.
Fordham Fields Strong Team
With the third game, Boston College tackled its first of four successive major opponents, the strong
Fordham team of Major Cavanaugh.
When the exhibition was over, and
B. C. was on the short end of a 20-0
score, the fans went away firm in
their belief that they had seen one
of the great teams of the year. Captain Jim Murphy of Biddeford,
Maine, was the big ram in this contest. All afternoon he was the big
fly in B. C.'s football soup. Time
and again he butted his way through
the Maroon and Gold frontier, until
he was twice successful in depositing the leather behind the goal line.
Villanova, the next visitor, was
very lucky to walk off with the verdict. The score was 12-6, showing
the closeness of the battle. The
B. C. score came on an 80-yard dash
by Harry Downes when he intercepted an unclaimed Villanova pass
in the closing minutes of the game.
The Marquette game was some(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

Throughthe

Three Centre Players on
All-Opponent Eleven

we

succeeded.
*****

Two of the Maroon and Gold's old rivals, B. U. and Villanova, have

already elected their 1932 football leaders. Dick Hickey of Everett was
chosen the Wildcat chieftain, while Carl Clem, of Norwood, received the
unanimous decision at the intown school.
Hickey is a former B. C. High star who has enjoyed one of the best
seasons this fall, playing great football at his tackle post for Harry Stuhldreher's Villanova team. In fact he was good enough to be picked on
the Heights All eleven. Clem never played football before he entered
B. U., but through sheer grit and determinationbecame a very fair ball
player.
*****

The Holy Cross 1932 schedule released last Friday includes but four
major battles. Detroit University is back again on the Purple opponent
list, and along with Harvard, Brown and B. C, constitute the Crusader's
big games for next season. Fordham andd Dartmouth, both of whom
were faced this season, are not on the 1932 roster.
*****

Here are a few interesting items: Out at Michigan State the football
players never see their game uniforms from one week-end to another.
They have special equipment that they wear in their Saturday battles,
but after the game the stuff is collected and stored away until the next
Saturday. The shoes worn, for example, are much lighter than the practice footwear, as are the pants and pads; the equipment is such that it
cannot stand the rigors of every-day wear and tear
that's an idea
of Jimmy Crowley, former Notre Dame luminary, and one of the Four
Horsemen, who coached Michigan State last season.
The "Buckeye
Battle Cry," the football song of Ohio State Univ., was written by Frank
Crumit, the recording and radio singer.
Since its great battle with
B. C. on Armistice Day, Centre College of Danville, Ky., has had invitations from Villanova, Brown and Pittsburgh for football games next season
the football fortunes of the famous Kentucky school seem to be
on the rise again.
The Oregon State College beaver, a bronze mascot, weighing almost 1,000 pounds, a symbol of the college since 1894,
was stolen from the campus at the start of the football season
they
grew 'em big, strong and rugged out there.
.

.

.

COST

ham; Harrington, B. U., and BaioHoly Cross; backs?Shimmins, Georgetown; Doughty, Western Maryland; Cavanaugh, Villanova, and Hootstein, B. U.
In Hickey, Captain-elect of Villanova, and Gross, giant C. U. lineman, we have a mighty pair of
tackles who know what it's all about.
Possessing wicked offensive drives,

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
ing and smashing his merry way to
loads of valuable yardage in that
last quarter drive against the Eagles.
Long Powerful
By ED HURLEY
Long of Centre was converted to
The Heights 1931 All-Opponent team published in today's Heights the fullback position from a line porepresents seven of the Eagle's opponents of the past season. We tried sition at the beginning of the seato be as fair and as accurate as possible in our selections. Let's hope son, and his play against the

runos,

Eagle'sy

Football togs have been packed
away in moth balls to await the
dawn of another season, but like the
nineteenth hole golfer who must
conduct his little resume of the
round just concluded, so we too shall
look with retrospection on the gridiron season. Unlike the golfer, however, we shall offer no alibis. We
know that the team gave its all when
it was in the game. If victory was
denied, defeat could not be charged
to lack of trying.
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Heightsmen ranked as one of the
finest exhibitions of the year. His
powerful sallies through the Eagle
frontier were made unassisted, and
it was due to his magnificent defensive play that the offense of the McKenney men was reduced to practically nil.
The second group of Fisher, Dunn,
Sisk and Potts ranks high. Fisher
directed Fordham through a great
season. Potts bore the brtiflt of the
Villanova offense and came through
brilliantly. Dunn of Western Maryland almost gained a place on the
first quartet, while Sisk is one of
the game's outstanding ball-carriers.
Ends, Stars
Conroy and Colucci are that boring-in type of end who come in fast
for every play, look it over, and then
proceed to smash it to pieces. Both
offensively and defensively, they
were brilliant. Terry and Cavalieri
played a smart and rugged end
game, showing not only power but
brains.
Honorable Mention
Mention should be made of the
following, who showed real football
in their clashes with the Eagles:
ends?Tobin, Forham; Kukla, Marquette, and Ruffini, Centre; tackles
?Syzmanski, Fordham, and Ryan,
Holy Cross; guards?Howell, Ford-

combining speed with strength, they
displayed a slashing exhibition. Defensively they were superb. Pincura and the late Con Murphy were
almost on a par with the first pair.

Giant Guards
Two
guards

rough,

tough

and

nasty

are the Messrs. Breeding
of Centre and Dubofsky of Georgetown.
Both 190 pounders, fast
across the line of scrimmage, and
each charging through all the way,
spilling plays, capable of serving
not only as fine running guards but
as pass protectors. They gave no
ground and defensively played a
superhuman game. Zyntell and F.
Ronzani are smart, clever linemen
who were outstanding during the
season, especially in the B. C.
clashes.
Captain Anderson of Centre gets
the call at the pivot position because
of his heroic and sterling showing
against the Eagles in the Armistice
Day battle. He played the entire
game and led his eleven to its greatest heights in holding the Maroon
and Gold to a one-touchdown win.
Bergin of Holy Cross gains the
second-team pivot berth. Despite
his diminutive size, the Purple midget played a smart brand of roving
football, showing a marked ability
at diagnosing plays.
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Conforming to all convention
and good taste this authentic
DinnerSuitisabsolutely thelastword
i" style. Generous peak lapels are
handsomely faced with Skinner's
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Complete with Dress Vest
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Southern California authorities have made a public apology to Bill
Hawkins, substitute center on the Univ. of Southern California squad,
who was taken into custody on Nov. 16 by two private detectives because
his coaches thought that he had turned traitor to the school and given the
details of his team's play to Notre Dame.
Those Californians are peculiar and suspicious characters. Last year
it seems to me they accused or had the suspicion that Jimmy Phelan, coach
of Washington State and a Notre Dame graduate, whose Washington
eleven had faced S. California, had released reports of the California system to his old mentor, Rock himself. Such charges are ridiculous and
have reflected ingloriously on the officials of the Trojan school. However,
it's a big- business with them out there, and big business involves much
that isn't to be desired.
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Funeral Rooms?Chapel?Offices?Mortuary
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The fastest growing restaurant chain in America

"At the Sign of the Red Apple"

Be Well Groomed~-on

your way
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Hotel Kenmore Barber Shop
where B. C. men go
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We allow a 12%% discount to B. C. students on all cash sales
at our list prices
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Wv An invitation is extended to the Student Body to purchase
Tuxedos at the same price as is offered to the Musical Club.
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The Serenaders will play at the College Club Dance,
New Year's Eve, Repertory Hall, Boston

for our

DOUBLE BREASTED TUXEDO
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*P READ WHITE
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See John M. Dacey, *34,
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Coach Jack Ryder will have about a full month to prepare his charges }
for their opening meet of the season. The Eagle runners will probably
show for the first time at the William C. Prout Memorial Games, which
will be held at the Garden on January 30. The B. A. A. Meet this winter
comes on February 13, with the Indoor Intercollegiates listed for New
York on March 5.
Prospects for another championship two-mile relay team are very
good, with Captain Bren Moynahan, Don Fleet, Bob Jordan, Dailey and
the rest of the Eagle speedsters tuned up and ready to go; it seems
likely that the genial Jack Ryder will have another distance quartet
worthy of old B. C.
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The Boston College Serenaders
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*****

The football coaches will convene in New York for the annual meeting of the Football Coaches Association on December 29. The discussions
ought to be interesting, especially regarding the abolishment of the kickoff, as well as the usual dispute on the practical value of the point-after.
The unprecedented fatality list of the past season has aroused much
opposition to the kickoff, with its attending "wedge play.'" Major Cavanaugh of Fordham is expected to lead the campaign against the kickoff,
since it was on such a play that Cav's football stalwart, Connie Murphy,
was fatally injured in the Bucknell massacre.

"A CLEAN PLACE TO EAT'
Boston College Cafeteria Operated Under
the Supervision of Our Industrial Division

;:
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Football Team Completes
Fairly Successful Season
With a firm conviction that they
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 2)
because
the
two
were
uninteresting
what
about due to break into the
teams were so evenly matched. For victory column, the boys took the
three periods they pushed each other field against the highly favored
Things
up and down the field without any Georgetown aggregation.
looked black when the Hilltoppers
material result.
Georgetown Defeated
scored a safety in the first period,
After the Ford ham contest there but the Eagles, from that time on,
was a decided improvement in the assumed entire command of the
playing of the team. McKenney situation. The line opened up wide
was building slowly but surely with holes and all that the backs had to
was
to run.
Chesnulevich
a view to the games that were to do
come. The huddle had not func- crashed through time and again,
tioned too well, and Joe felt that its finally to score two touchdowns. He
abandonment would be for the bet- was not without aid from Maloney,
ter. Sure enough, when the team Joe Kelly, Walter Kelley and Johnbegan to call signals, it worked more ny Freitas, who not only shone in
as a unit.
his running, but also astounded the

December 9, 1931

beautiful kicks, one touchdown, when Killilea feli on the
of which rolled off at the one-foot oval in the end zone. Freitas booted
line.
Freitas also scored the last the point to bring the score to 7-0.
Boston University Strong
touchdown. The final count was
20-2.
Our neighbors from intown furIt was a hard battle, with the nished the next opposition. Weak-

patrons by two

southern gentlemen giving as good
as they received.
But late in the
game, Eddie Gallagher, proving that
his exhibition in the game the previous week was no accident, snared a
fumbled ball and halted a drive of
the home boys which had assumed
immense proportions.
The final
tally was 20-13.
The undefeated Center College
eleven from Danville, Ky., dashed
into Fenway Park to help us celebrate Armistic Day. It was another
fine battle. Neither team had much
of an advantage until the final
period, when Boston College was
given the nod by Dame Fortune. Ike
Ezmunt broke through to block 'a
punt which was converted into a

ened by

injuries and internal

dis-

satisfaction, B. U. was not expected
to field a formidable team. But McKenney was forced to call upon his
regulars, who had been held in reserve. It was not until Pete Chesnulevich had made his presence felt
by waltzing through to a couple of
scores, that Boston College fans
were able to take a deep breath.
Hootstein, as in former years, was
the big bow-bow for the losers, but
he couldn't swing the tide of battle
to his side. Final score, 18 to 6.
In a setting ideal for college football, on a turf where some of the
greatest football games in the history of the sport have been waged,

and for the

Made

cause of man-

greatest

kind, charity for one's fellow man,
the teams of Holy Cross and Boston
College came together. The game
was one of the best ever played by
these two famous rivals. It was
also the closest, because it was the
only one in the history of the series
to be decided by the slender margin
of one point. Though the Eagle was
finally beaten, it cannot be said that
he was outplayed, because during
the greater portion of the game he
had the upper hand.
Exeunt
Boston College offers no alibi.
To the team which stepped on the
field that Thanksgiving Day we
take off our hats. A finer group of
boys never represented any college.
To Joe McKenney, to his assistants,
to all who in any way had anything
to do with the shaping or the moulding of that team we wish to submit
the thought that as long as their influence is brought to bear on Boston

i:MI

never parehed 9 never toasted

Camels are Kept Fresh!
Mou probably know

that heat is used in
the treatment of all cigarette tobaccos.
But you know too that excessive heat
can destroy freshness and fragrance.
That's why there could be no truly fresh
cigarette except
scientifically
developed
r for
J
r
methods of applying heat.
Reynolds is proud of having discovered
and perfected methods for getting the

benefits of heat

and still avoiding ever parching or toasting.
Witn eveiT assurance we tell you, Camels
made fresh-not
are trul? fresh
parched or toasted ?and then they're kept
fregh in the Camel Humidor Pack.
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football, the Maroon and
Gold followers need not worry about
the sameness and the fightingCollege

ability of any team that may represent the College on the Heights.

COMMUNICATION
To the Editor of The Heights:
May a "certain haughty and
authority-assuming under-classman"
be permitted to air his views regarding a member of the class of
1932, who recently wrote a letter
to The Heights, and who probably
even certainly, from what I gather
from other seniors, does not speak
for the entire senior class?
May I say, this does not apply to
the whole class of 1932, but only to
a single member of that respected
body, one who has seen fit to assume
rights and privileges that no other
layman has tried to take? This
senior whom I have in mind, has
several times at Fenway Park during the past football season refused
to leave the sidelines when respectfully asked to do so by those whom
he calls "sub-assistant managers";
and so violent did he finally become
and so contrary did he act to the
wishes of the Faculty Moderator,
the Graduate Manager, and the
coach, that the same "sub-assistantmanagers" wishing to avoid any unsightly scenes that might reflect
upon the good behavior of our student body, were obliged to have
this person ejected from the sideline
area by a police officer.
At that time the main distinguishing traits of this gentleman seemed
to be his aptitude for "fresh" remarks, and his desire to represent
the whole senior class on the occasion, but the managerial staff refused to believe he really did represent all his class.
"It seems tragic and even disgusting," as he would say, to have even
this one senior "ruin the name of
an otherwise unblemished" graduating class. Run through the list of
the rest of the senior class if you
will, but I doubt whether you will
find even one other who acts as does
this man.
Other seniors do not presume to
descend or trespass upon the Fenway park bench, there to torment
the student managers with "fresh"
remarks and "wisecracks." Even
if any of these did go there, I doubt
if they would refuse to give up the
football team's blankets to the
chilled players as they come out of
the game, as this individual refused
to give them up. Later he made
himself appear ridiculous in the
rotunda of the tower building, accosting one of the managers and
offering to inflict bodily harm on
him and all the others, too, if they
again protested against his use of
the football team's blankets.
Perhaps the student referred to
would like to take his examinations
at a private desk in the Dean's
office. Why not, for I think the
principle involved is about the same.
If he insists upon watching the
football games from the bench, he
perhaps would appreciate anything
in this line, that is, presuming if I
may, that the person's views of life
are consistent.
In closing may I ask that one
thing be understood: the undersigned is in no way referring to the
senior class as such, but only to a
student who happens to be a member of that class.
Very sincerely and respectfully,
W. T. McD., '33.

Editor's Note: With the reception and publication of the letter
referred to in the first sentence of
the above communication, the Editors of The Heights did not foresee a personal melee. But in aspirit of justice to all, the above
answer is printed.
With it, the
question is closed as far as this
paper is concerned.
?
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